A subdomain Ω contained in a domain
A subdomain Ω contained in a domain A in the Riemann sphere is called a relative circle domain in A if each component of A -Ω is either a closed disk or a point. Let Ω be a relative circle domain in the unit disk U in the complex plane C; and let A be a simply connected proper subdomain of C. Then Ω is conformally homeomorphic to a relative circle domain in A.
Introduction.
Let A be any domain in the Riemann sphere C. A domain Ω contained in A is called a relative circle domain in A if each (connected) component of A -Ω is either a closed disk or a point. When A -C, a relative circle domain in C is called a circle domain. In [HS2], we have proved that if A has at most countably many boundary components, then any relative circle domain in A is conformally homeomorphic to a circle domain. In the case that A is a simply connected proper subdomain of the plane, we have the following corollary.
Riemann Mapping Theorem for Relative Circle Domains. Let A be a simply connected domain in the complex plane C with A φ C. Let Ω be a relative circle domain in A. Then there exist a relative circle domain Ω* in the unit disk U -{z \\z\ <\] and a conformal homeomorphism f : Ω -* Ω* which extends to a locally quasiconformal homeomorphism f : A -> U whose complex dilatation vanishes a.e. in 9Ω Π A.
It also follows by [HS2, Lemma 5.3 ] that the domain Ω* and the map / in the above theorem are unique up to Mδbius transformations. In this paper, we will prove the following inverse theorem. f{zo)=zl /'(*") e(0,+oo).
We note that / is uniquely determined if Ω* is. It follows by the fixed point index lemma in [HS2, §4] that Ω* is unique if A is bounded and convex (or more generally, bounded and star-shaped around z$). However, in general we do not know if Ω* is unique. The line (1.1) can be replaced by other conditions as well. For more discussions on this, see [Sch] .
Similar results also hold for circle packings. For example, we have the following theorem. Its proof is similar to that of Theorem 1.1 (see also [HS1, §10] The interested reader may wish to look up the related paper by Carter and Rodin [CR] .
The rest of the paper will be devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.1. First, the case when Ω has only a finite number of boundary components follows by the results of Brandt [Br] or Harrington [Har] (see also [Sch] ). For completeness' sake, we will give a simple proof modelled on the approach of [Sch] . Next we will deal with the case when dU is an isolated boundary component of dΩ. Then we proceed by taking a sequence of proper subdomains of Ω and use the earlier results to build conformal mappings from those proper subdomains to relative circle domains in A. The key point is to show that (some subsequence of) these conformal mappings converge to what we need. In our argument, we will have to use the convergence results and the Schwarz Pick lemma proved in [HS2].
The Case Where Ω is Finitely Connected.
For any conformal mapping / : Ω -» Ω*, we will denote by f B the bijection induced by / from the boundary components of Ω to the boundary components of /(Ω).
The following theorem is fundamental. Recall that a homothety is a transformation of the form z -> αz 4-b with α > 0 and b G C. Two sets are homothetic if one is the image of the other under a homothety.
Brandt-Harrington Uniformization
Brandt [Br] and Harrington [Har] have independently proved this theorem, using different methods. We will now present a simple proof, somewhat in the spirit of the one given in [Sch] .
Proof. We shall use Koebe's circle uniformization theorem. It says that there is a unique conformal map g : [Gol, V §5] (or the details may be found in [Sch] Proof. There is no loss of generality in assuming that no boundary component of Ω is a single point. In the Brandt-Harrington uniformization theorem take P j = U for each j = L... ,n. It tells us that there is a conformal map / of Ω onto some relative circle domain in A with f(z 0 ) = z$, f'(zo) > 0? and f B (dU) = dA. Because each circle component of dΩ, except dU, is mapped to a circle, / is smooth near dΩ -dU, and hence extends to a ϋf-quasiconformal map / : U -> A. Since dΩ has zero measure, the condition that the complex dilatation of / vanishes a.e. in <9Ω Π U is trivial. D
The Case dU is Isolated in dΩ.
In this section we prove:
Lemma 3 1. Theorem 1.1 holds if dU is an isolated component of dΩ.
Proof. Let CΊ = <9{7,C 2 ,C 3 ,... be all the circles in dΩ. For each k > 1, let Ω fe be the domain bounded by CΊ,C 2 ,...,Cfc. We have Ω C Ω k +ι C Ω k . Then Corollary 2.1 tells us that Theorem 1.1 holds for each Ω*. Thus, there are some relative circle domains Ω£ and conformal homeomorphisms f k ' Ω* ^ Ω£ such that fξ{dU) = dA, and f k (z 0 ) = * 0 *, f' k (z 0 ) > 0.
As dU is isolated in c?Ω, there is some r > 0, r < 1, such that ί7 -D{r) C Ω; where D(r) is the disk of radius r with center at 0. We may choose r such that ZQ is contained in D(r). It follows that all /^'s are defined (and analytic) in the annulus C/ -JD(r); and if we let s -(1+r)/2 then the restrictions of f k to D(s) -D(r) have uniformly quasiconformal extensions /* : C -D(r) -> C. Let Ω* = Ω Λ U (C -D(r))] and let g k : Ω Λ -> C be the mapping which is equal to f k in Ω* Π D(5) and identical to f k in C -ΰ(r). Then the images of gfc(Ωfc) are all circle domains; and all g k s are uniformly quasiconformal mappings of circle domains. Using the Schottky groups generated by the inversions in the circles of the circle domains, we may extend each g k , as in [HS2, §2], to some uniformly quasiconformal homeomorphism g k : C -> C.
Clearly, g k (zo) = Λ(^o) = ^ and g k (zo) = f k (zo) are uniformly bounded from below by the Schwarz Pick Lemma of [HSl] (see also Lemma 4.2 below). Eventually, by replacing by subsequences, we may assume that the f k are convergent in the interior of Ω to some conformal map / : Ω -> A and that g k are uniformly convergent (in the spherical metric) in C to some quasiconformal homeomorphism g : C -> C.
We claim that /(Ω) is a relative circle domain in A. Let J be a component of A -/(Ω). As dD(s) C Ω and f = g near dD(s), we have either J C g (D(s) ) or J C g (C -D(s) ). In the former case, J is a component of C -#(Ω), and hence is a closed disk or a point. As U -D(r) C Ω, the latter case would imply that J Π dA φ 0, and is excluded by the following lemma. D 
Lemma 3.2. dA is an isolated boundary component of /(Ω).

Proof. Consider the quasiconformal homeomorphisms
h k : U -> A defined by h k = g k in D(s) and h k = f k in U -D(r).
Schwarz Pick Lemma and Corollaries.
This section will prepare us for the final step in the proof of Theorem 1. Let A be a simply connected proper subdomain in C. Let ί(z, dA) denote the euclidean distance between z and dA\ and let \dz\ denote the euclidean metric of C. Define a new metric dsA in A by In what follows, A will implicitly be equipped with the metric ds^; and we will use d Λ ( , •) to denote the distance in A between any pair of points. It is easy to see that the ball {z G A : d^(z,p) < r} is compact for any p E A and r G (0, oo). Now, suppose we are given a relative circle domain Ω in [/, a relative circle domain Ω* in A^ and a conformal homeomorphism / : Ω -> Ω* which extends to a locally quasiconformal homeomorphism / : U -» A whose complex dilatation vanishes a.e. in 5Ω Π U. Then: Proof. It is enough to prove (4.3) for p, q G Ω. Again, we may assume P = f(p) = 0 and J(0,dA) = 1. Suppose that d Λ (f(p),f(q)) < η x for some 7/i > 0, which we assume is very small, say < log(5/4). Then \f(q)\ < 1/4, and hence f(q) G U. As U C A, Lemma 4.1 tells us that d hyp (O,f(q) ) > d hyp (0,q) . Hence \q\ < \f(q)\ < 1/4. As 5(0, dA) = 1, this clearly implies that η2dhy P (0,q) <! d Λ (O,f(q) 
The extension of the sequence of maps f k : Ω fe -> A to f k : U k -> A can be done inductively: in step 1, extend fkl^nQ to a sequence of maps defined on U\\ then in step 2, extend f k \u 2 nQ to a sequence of maps defined on £/ 2 while agreeing in Uι with the extensions constructed in the previous step; and so on. In this way, we can make sure that the maps f k are locally uniformly quasiconformal, i.e., for any open subset W whose closure is contained in U, the restrictions f k \w axe uniformly quasiconformal (see also [HS2] for a similar argument).
By the Schwarz Pick lemma (or Lemma 4.2), we see that the f f k (z 0 ) are uniformly bounded from below. So, by taking a subsequence, we may assume that f k converges in Ω to some conformal mapping / : Ω -> A, and f k converge to some locally quasiconformal mapping f : U -> A. Since the complex dilatation of f k vanishes a.e. in 9ΩΠC4, by Lemma 3.3, the complex dilatation of / vanishes a.e. in 9Ω Π U. It remains to show that /(Ω) is a relative circle domain in A.
First of all, if c is a component of 5Ω other than dU, then c C dΩ k Π U k for sufficiently big k. Then the locally uniform convergence of f k to /, or the argument of [HS2, §3], show that f(c) is a circle or a point. That is, f B (c) = f(c) is a circle or a point.
Finally, let us show that f B (dU) = dA\ or equivalently, that dA is a boundary component of /(Ω). Here, we will use Lemma 4.3. By dropping some C/j fc' s, we may assume that U k C Uk+i, and that the hyperbolic distance between dU k and dU k +ι (as subsets in U) is at least one. 
